Review rating prediction is an important problem in machine learning and data mining areas and has attracted much attention in recent years. Most existing methods for review rating prediction on Location-Based Social Networks only capture the semantics of texts, but ignore user information (social links, geolocations, etc.), which makes them less personalized and brings down the prediction accuracy. For example, a user's visit to a venue may be influenced by their friends' suggestions or the travel distance to the venue. To address this problem, we develop a review rating prediction framework named TSG by utilizing users' review Text, Social links and the Geolocation information with machine learning techniques. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework.
Introduction
In recent years, online review sites and location-based services have been developed rapidly. With more and more local businesses joining in, online review sites such as Foursquare, Yelp, etc., have attracted more and more users. People can write reviews, rate businesses, connect with other users, and "check in" at places. They can also benefit from these websites by getting advice for traveling, reducing the time they take choosing where to eat and enjoy high quality services of high rated businesses. These online reviews function as the "online word-of-mouth" for consumers to choose between similar products [1] . Consumer purchase decisions, product sales and business revenues are also greatly impacted by the reviews. Review rating prediction is of much importance for sentiment analysis and business intelligence, because it enables the market to estimate how satisfied a customer will be with a product [2] . Horrigan [3] pointed out that consumers are willing to pay from 20% to 99% more to buy a product whose rating is 5-star rather than 4-star. Companies have more fine-grained requirements for keeping track of product quality [4] ; for example, they would want to know which aspects (food quality, ambiance, or free Wi-Fi, etc.) of services they provide attract consumers, and which disappoint them. Therefore, a lot of attention has been paid to sentiment analysis and opinion mining from both industry and research communities [5] . The online review sites are effecting our lives more and more. A typical restaurant review usually contains the reviewer's simple information, an overall star rating, date, review text and some feedbacks of other users (e.g., votes of usefulness). Take Fig. 1 , for example, reviews of the same restaurant from different users.
These two reviews discuss several aspects of the same restaurant, such as food quality, drink taste, and waiting time, etc., and overall ratings for the restaurant. Different users have different biases, and always have different opinions towards the same businesses, thus giving different ratings. Alternatively, they may give the same overall ratings but consider different aspects of the same businesses.
Motivation
The volume of reviews grows so rapidly that it is becoming increasingly difficult for users to wade through numerous reviews to find the needed information. What's worse, there are fake ones among the great deal of reviews, making it even harder for consumers to identify their authenticity. Although much work has been done to alleviate this problem including extracting information from reviews, summarizing users' opinions, categorizing reviews according to opinion polarities, and extracting comparative sentences from re- Copyright c 2018 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers views, there are still problems that need to be addressed:
The inconsistency of review text and star rating:
Review content and aspect rating play important roles in predicting review ratings [2] , [6] , [7] . The star rating given by a user usually corresponds to the related review text, but in many cases there is an inconsistency [6] . For example, a user may give a high rating when she gives a review of bad service, or vice versa. The relationship of the review text and the star rating is not clear due to many aspects (e.g., users' bias, services provided by businesses, waiting time, or even the weather). Product ratings are important because they affect how well a product will be adopted by the market. 2. The influence of social links: When we want to go to a restaurant, which one we will pick? Will we get advice from our friends and what kind of food might the friend recommend to us? How do our social links can affect our eating or shopping? McPherson et al. [4] , [8] proposed that reviewers have mutual influence when they are connected in a social network. Moghaddam et al. [9] suggested that users are frequently affected by other's opinion in the decision process. Researchers have also achieved a preferable result using social links of users in review quality prediction [10] .
The impact of geolocations of places and users' current locations:
When someone is traveling, they may go to the famous points-of-interest, eat food in famous restaurants, or drink in famous bars. Thus, it seems that they would give high star ratings to these famous businesses. Besides this, when one goes to eat or play, one wants to go to places with a clean environment, good ambiance and good-quality services with nice neighbors. Hu et al. [11] pointed out that when a user visits a business, there is a good chance that they will walk by its neighbors, and there exists a weak positive correlation between a business's ratings and its neighbors' ratings, regardless of the categories of businesses.
To address these problems, we develop a unified framework to predict the deserved scores of reviews according its review text, the reviewers' personal information, as well as their social links and geolocations.
Brief Literature Review
Many efforts have been invested in information extraction from review mining, and these can roughly be divided into: sentiment polarity detection (thumbs up or thumbs down, or positive/negative) and review rating prediction (e.g., 1-5 stars). There are also researchs on point-of-interest recommendation utilizing reviews to enhance traditional collaborative filtering-based recommender systems.
Sentiment Polarity Detection
Tan et al. [12] use user-user relationships to improve the per-formance of sentiment analysis for Twitter. Chung et al. [13] generate Bag-of-Sentiment-Concepts features to perform concept-level sentiment analysis. Khan et al. [14] present an entity-level sentiment analysis method by combining a lexicon and learning-based method to perform sentiment analysis on Twitter data. Devaraj et al. [15] detect sentiment polarity of free-form texts by using lexicon ensemble and lexicon pooling. Khan et al. [16] build a sentiment dictionary SentiMI by extracting sentiment terms from SentiWordNet and develop a complete framework using feature selection and extracting mutual information from SentiWordNet to improve sentiment polarity detection.
Review Rating Prediction
Pang and Lee [17] pioneer the review rating prediction field by regarding review rating prediction as a classification/regression problem. They build a rating predictor using the machine learning method under a supervised metric labeling framework. Qu et al. [18] propose a bag-ofopinion method to tackle this problem for Amazon.com reviews. They treat a triple (consisting of a root word, a set of modifier words, and one or more negation words) as opinion, assign a numeric score to the opinion, and predict a review's rating by aggregating the scores of opinions present in the review and combining them with a domain-dependent unigram model. Ochi et al. [19] improve the accuracy of rating prediction using feature words extracted from customer reviews to reduce the dimension of the feature vector. Mukherjee et al. [20] train a linear regression model to learn the user's specific aspect preference extracted from the review content, and predicts the overall review rating. Gao et al. [21] develop user-specific features to capture the user leniency. Wu and Ester [22] leverage user information with a combination between collaborative filtering and aspect-based opinion mining. Linshi [7] proposes a modified, semantic-driven LDA model to personalize the ratings based on the different topics extracted across different user reviews.
Most of the works are oriented to the traditional review site by utilizing the semantics of review texts. Some of them utilize user specific features to capture personalized review rating prediction, [7] , [21] , [23]- [28] . However, few of them deal in particular with review rating prediction on Location-Based Social Networks (LBSNs).
Point-of-Interest Recommendation with Content Enhancement
Zhang and Chow [29] propose a recommendation approach with regard to geographical correlations, social correlations and categorical correlations among users and POIs to recommend new POIs to users. They predict the scores of user unvisited POIs to recommend top K POIs with the highest score for users. In their another paper [30] , they also develop an opinion-based POI recommendation framework by detecting tips polarities and integrating it with social links and geographical information into a unified recommendation framework. They detect tips polarities by extracting opinion phrases, clustering opinions by aspect distances and detecting the polarities with a supervised naive Bayesian classifier. They use this framework to predict the scores a user would give to the POIs that he/she never visited before, and then get the top K scored POIs as the recommendation list. Gao et al. [33] consider the content an important role in recommending new POIs to users, and build model to generate user-interest and POI property content, as well as user sentiment indications into a unified recommendation framework. POI recommendations with content enhancement can improve the performance of recommender systems since they can get users' interests as well as POIs' properties, which would generate much closer candidate POIs satisfying the users' needs. The rating prediction in recommendation systems is used for users to get potential scores that users would give to the unvisited POIs in the future, while review rating prediction in this paper is to predict the deserved scores correlated to a review text which is given by the reviewer after he/she has visited the POI.
In this paper, we carefully consider the special characteristics of LBSNs, and propose a review rating prediction frame, trying to find the real rating correlated to a review, by exploring the review text, users' social links, users' and businesses' geolocation. The contributions of our work are as follows:
• We propose a social-enhance DBSCAN to infer users' regular locations; • We give a description of the correlation between the social links and the star ratings; • We analyze the correlation between the distances and star ratings; • We propose an ensemble learning-based framework utilizing users' review text, social links and geolocations to predict the star ratings of the reviews. This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 first gives a description of the preliminarily review rating prediction, then analyzes the correlations of star ratings ∼ distances and star ratings ∼ social links, and finally describes the framework we propose, including the users' regular locations inference, social link influence modeling, geolocation influence modeling and the combining method. Section 3 gives an overview of the dataset we use, the baseline models we will compare with, and the settings of our experiments. Section 4 discusses the the results of our experiments. Section 5 concludes the work and suggests some potential areas to delve into in the future.
Methodology
In this section, we describe the proposed machine learning method for review rating prediction. First we give the description to the review rating prediction problem in our consideration. Then we give an overview of our TSG method before delving into detail. Finally, we describe the use of our method for review rating prediction.
Problem Definition
Here we give a description to the review rating prediction problem on LBSNs.
Definition 1 (Regular Location): A regular location of a user is a place that the user often checks-in around, and can be regarded as the user's current location in some cases. A regular location is denoted as rl u = (latitude, longitude).
Each user only has one regular location.
Definition 2 (Review):
A review is a comment written by a user u to an item i, associated with a review text, star rating, user identification, item identification, review time, and other user-interactive properties. A review can then be denoted as d u,i = {review id, user id, item id, reivew text, rating star, time}. The text is comprised of a set of words {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n }.
Especially in the case of LBSNs, the items are always venues or POIs which have the geolocation labels (i.e., latitudes and longitudes).
Definition 3 (Social Link):
There are two kinds of social links: if two users are friends on LBSNs, we call this realsocial-link (rsl), and if two users are neighbors, we call this geo-social-link (gsl). By "neighbor", we mean that the regular locations of users are within a certain distance (e.g., 5km).
In order to mine social links of users, we construct a graph G with users as vertices and social links (rsl and gsl) as edges, and then we get two adjacency matrices M rsl and M gsl , where m i j = 1 if user u i has social link with user u j , otherwise m i j = 0. Definition 4 (Review Rating Prediction (RRP)): Given a review d u,i written by user u to item i, user information, social links and corresponding geolocation information as the input, RRP aims at inferring the numeric rating (1∼5 stars) of d u,i .
Regular Location Inference
Regular location inference infers users' regular locations from their check-in records. On LBSNs, users usually check-in at places to show their attendance. Researches [30] - [33] have suggested that users' check-ins always have a spatial aggregation effect, that is a user may check-in many times at a few places. Intuitively, a user may check-in at two places most often: the home and the workplace. Thus, these two places are the most probable places that a user may appear. Figure 2 shows a typical user's check-in distribution. Therefore, we can infer a user's regular location considering the user check-in history. On the other hand, a user may have many interactions with their friends and may go to some places together. Thus, we can infer the user's regular location by their friends' check-ins. Our user regular location inference model is as shown in Fig. 3 .
A user u's check-ins are a set of places B u , and checkin times are w u . The user's friends' check-ins are B f , and check-in times are w f . Thus, we can get a check-in setB, and the check-in timesŵ. Then we can perform weighted DBSCAN to cluster these places into several groups. According to [36] - [38] , the check-in distances of two successive POIs are always within a certain range, typically 10km, which is approximately 0.1 • of latitude/longitude. The diameter of the range of human activities on weekdays is about 20km. Thus we set eps = 0.1 to perform DBSCAN on the latitude/longitude points. The minimum points in a cluster is set as 5, i.e., minPts = 5. Then we pick the largest cluster C and weight w c as basic places and check-in times, and can get the user's regular location with:
where M is the number of points in the cluster C, and C i is the i th point (longitude, latitude). 
Star Ratings vs. Social Links
When traveling or visiting some businesses, users are always affected by their friends. They may tend to their friends for advices and recommendations. And after traveling or visiting the businesses, they will also be influenced by their friends when leaving the reviews to the places. For example, one would leave a negative comment to a restaurant even if he/she likes it but his/her friends do not. Intuitively, if a user has many friends, he/she would have a higher opportunity to be influenced by his/her friends. We first calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient between star ratings and social friends numbers.
Star Ratings vs. Distances
Star ratings are related to the geolocations of users and POIs. If a user is visiting a restaurant, he/she would like a neat environment rather than a dirty one, and he/she may prefer near ones to far ones. This is the underlying common senses of human activities and the start point of our research. We conduct polynomial regression on star ratings vs. distances between users and POIs of Yelp dataset (about 655143 pairs of star rating-distance records), finding that: when users are traveling out-of-town, they would like to give higher star ratings than when they are in-town. We formulate the correlation as:
whereŷ is predicted star ratings, d are distances between users and POIs, and β 0 , β 1 , β 2 , β 3 are parameters to be evaluated. We fit the model on 4 groups of data and the results are as shown in Table 1 . Bold Pr(> |t|) means it is statistically significant. We can see that the overall star ratings are related to the distance, but is weak. When the distance are in 10km, the star ratings changes with the distance, and the trends in the range (10, 100] disappears. But when distances are larger than 100km, the star ratings will slightly increase along with the distance. This phenomenon is mainly because that users are familiar with the POIs that are near, and they would give rating as they please; while when traveling to other cities, they may visit the well-known places which usually have good reputations, and thus they would give higher star ratings.
Feature Construction
In this section, features of review text, social links and geolocations are constructed with different techniques respectively.
Review Text Features
The review text is an important information source for review rating prediction. It contains rich opinion information. However, the review text is in free form, and users may excessively use capital letters and punctuation marks to express strong opinions. The free-form text also contains many stop words, like "the", "that", "is" etc. Therefore, it is necessary to preprocess the review text in order to extract meaningful content. We use a unigram model and bigram model to extract features from the review text. We first create a dictionary of all the words and bigram phrases in the review corpus (We refer to a word or phrase as a term). Then a term-review matrix is constructed, where entry (i, j) is the frequency of occurrence of term i in the j'th review. Then we remove the terms that occurred less than 1000 times. Finally, we apply the TF-IDF (Term Frequency -Inverse Document Frequency) weighting technique to this matrix to obtain the final text feature matrix M text n×p 1 . The review text feature generation flow is shown in Fig. 4 . In the text feature matrix M text n×p 1 , each row represents a review text, and each column a term.
Social Link Features
There are two kinds of social links in our consideration (Fig. 5) , as mentioned in Sect. 2.1. Users are likely to get advice from their friends for traveling and consuming. On many occasions, friends would do similar things: going out for dinner, going to bars or traveling to POIs, etc. As for neighbors, they would also have good opportunities to go to such places together. In order to make use of a user's social link information, one simple approach is to use the average star ratings of users who have social links with the target user. Thus, we extend our representative review vector with more social features. We get the real-social-links (rsl) by the user edges in the dataset and geo-social-link (gsl) by selecting the top K nearest users to the target users. We use K = 30 in this paper. Finally, we build the social link feature by extracting profiles of the target users' friends (both rsl and gsl). Particularly, we get the number of friends, star ratings, average review text lengths, number of votes they get, the physical distances between target user and his/her friends as well as user attributes into the social link feature matrix M sl n×p 2 .
Geolocation Features
Researches [11] , [28] - [33] have shown that users tend to visit nearby places more than farther-away ones. When a user is visiting somewhere, they may walk past its neighbor. This shows a slight human effect on users' rating behaviors. Users always consider the environment around them when consuming, and a good circumstance may lead to a high rating score, while bad one may lead to a low score. When traveling a long distance, users tend to give higher star ratings than for nearby locations. Figure 6 shows that, when the distances are long, there are more chances that a user gives a higher star rating (more positive ratings, e.g., ratings stars ≥ 3). Inspired by this observation, we designed the Geolocation-based model, taking user locations (i.e., the longitudes and latitudes of user regular locations), business locations (i.e., business longitudes and latitudes) and the distances between user and business as features and then form the geolocation feature matrix M geo n×p 3 . The user location is inferred with DBSCAN mentioned in Sect. 2.2.
Review Rating Prediction Framework
The review rating model is built with ensemble learning [34] algorithm. Figure 7 shows the framework.
First, a base learner library is built, in which there are L learners with different kinds of learning algorithms (e.g., eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGB), Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) and Random Forest (RF), etc.). These learners take feature matrices (Review feature matrix, social feature matrix and geolocation feature matrix, respectively) as inputs. Cross-validation method is used when training base learners on original training set X n×p , and will generate a matrix Z n×L of cross-validated predictions, where L is the number of base learners.
Then, the metaleanerΦ is constructed by one hidden layer neural network, and is trained on Z and the labels of original training set X.
Finally fit L models (one for each base learner) on original training set X, and the L models along withΦ is the ensemble model, which is used to generate predictions on the test set.
In this paper, we use XGB, GBM, and RF as the learning algorithms, therefore, formulating nine base learners on three feature matrices. A hidden layer neural network is used since there is no need to use multi hidden layers on the cross-validated prediction matrix Z n×9 with only nine features. 
Experiment

Experiment Settings
To evaluate the proposed review rating prediction framework, we conduct experiments on the Yelp review dataset † . We choose the users who have more than 20 reviews and more than 5 real-social-link friends. The description of the datasets is shown in Table 2 . We split the Yelp dataset into five groups according to the review years: {2010-, 2011}, {2011, 2012}, {2012, 2013}, {2013, 2014}, {2014, 2015}, where '2010-' represents the year before 2010 (including 2004 to 2010) due to fewer reviews. For each group, the first part is treated as training set and the latter as a testing set. The detailed description of each group is given in Table 3 . Figure 8 shows all histograms of the five groups star ratings. We can see that most of the ratings are about 4 or 5 stars, and 4 stars are the most common.
We treat review rating prediction as an ordinal multiclass classification problem and conduct experiments on these groups and use MAE (Mean Average Error) and RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) as the evaluation metrics to measure the divergences between predicted ratings and actual ratings.
where |τ| is the size of the testing set and i represents the i th review.
Baseline Methods
Comparative baseline methods for review rating prediction are described as follows:
• Majority: assigns the majority rating score in the training set to each review in the test dataset. • BOW: bag-of-words (BOW) method, simply uses review text to form a TF-IDF matrix with respect to unigrams and bigrams. We build the predictor with Random Forest (RF), Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) and eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGB). Table 4 shows the experimental results of the baseline methods and our method on the five group datasets. Our method, which uses review text, user social links and geolocations, is abbreviated as TSG. Figure 9 shows the review rating prediction results for five groups of datasets. From these, we can see that the Fig. 9 Review rating prediction results on each group of dataset. 'maj' is Majority-based method; 'xgb' is for BOW with XGB; 'gbm' is for BOW with GBM; 'rf' is for BOW with RF; 'tsg' is the proposed method in this paper.
Results and Analysis
performances of these methods are consistent on five group datasets and above all, our method TSG performs the best. Specifically, the Majority-based method performs poorest almost all the time as it does not capture any text-level or user-level information. However, the Majority-based method performs much better than random guess, in which each star rating have 20% opportunities. This is because the star ratings are imbalanced -they are all left-skewed, just as Fig. 8 shows.
Baselines based on BOW use the surface form of words in the review, and perform much better than the Majoritybased method. However, they do not take into consideration social links and geolocations, thus missing lots of userspecific information. Among the three BOW-based algorithms, RF performs the least well, GBM better, and XGB the best. This is mainly because: RF randomly select features for all the decision trees, which are different from each other. RF finally average the trees together, which makes it much general, but less precise. GBM is an ensemble of weak decision trees, fits consecutive trees where each solves for the net loss of the prior trees, and the results of new trees are applied partially to the entire solution. This lead to a much precise prediction but less robust, since it's easier to be over-fitting. XGB is based on the boosted trees and supports L1 and L2 regularization to control the model complexity, it uses second-order Taylor expansion of loss function for trees tuning. Above all, the proposed TSG method gives the best performance in all the five groups, since we take into consideration the users' geolocations and social links. Users' social links provide user social influence, and prove the assumption that people will be influenced by their friends and neighbors. User geolocations provide users' check-in history, and indicate users' location biases. For example, some people prefer to travel, while some prefer to stay in a limited area, and they may give different star ratings to the same place.
We also conduct experiments with our TSG model to evaluate the effect of user geolocations and social links. Figure 10 shows the experimental results. After utilizing the review text, social links and geolocations, the model performs much better than just utilizing review text alone. Each group has a 5%+ improvement except for the first group.
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce an ensemble method that incorporates user information, social links, and geolocation for review rating prediction. We treat review rating prediction as a multiclass classification problem and build a model to understand the review text content effect, social link effect and geolocation effect and combine these with an ensemble model. We conduct experiments on five groups of Yelp review datasets, and compare it against several baseline methods. Experimental results show that the proposed method has better performance than the baseline methods which only use textural semantics. However, there are some limitations: 1) The accuracy of the user regular location inference. User reviews are quite sparse in LBSNs, especially for Yelp. Users do not have many check-ins and their checkins are quite sparse on both geolocations and time. Users do not check-in all the time, in fact, in most cases are they check-in just once. 2) Review texts are free-form in content, and many informal slang words and trending words are used frequently, which increases the difficulty to understand the meaning of a sentence. In the future, we will further mine the relations between review ratings and users' geolocations, social links and neighboring venues, and utilize other language models (e.g., LDA model) in order to better understand the semantics of the users' review text.
